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most prestigious postal addresses
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Over 28 years, The Safety Letterbox Company Ltd, has
developed many options to providing suitable mailbox

solutions throughout the Middle East. As each Country handles
mail delivery differently, there are a wide range of requirements,
the security of mail delivery and its arrival to the end user.

Having worked with most of the Middle East postal
authorities over the years, we understand their vision for mail
delivery. It is fair to say that the architects and developers 
in each country can facilitate mail delivery inside their
developments - providing a mailbox system for the owners, staff
or occupiers that can be handled by the property management.

Internationally, The Safety Letterbox Company have
supplied many projects in the Middle East in both residential and
commercial properties and for the Postal Authorities themselves. 

We are able to supply and install mailbox arrangements to
suit the profile and aesthetics of any development. We offer 
a choice of finishes, colours, logos, engraving, mailbox
arrangements, locking options and sizes. No job is too big or
concept unachievable - our bespoke manufacturing facilities
enable us to produce variations on all of our 130 standard models. 

Fire rated mailboxes are also available where mailboxes
need to be recessed into a fire rated wall or on a fire route.

As the UK’s market leader, we are confidently and
regularly providing mailbox systems worldwide - offering the
ultimate in mail delivery. We also offer a full turnkey solution
with installation services available in the Middle East. 

Since joining the Renz Group in July 2012, we have
additional products to offer the market from our group providing
even more choice and the absolute best for our customers.

Operating under strict ISO9001:2008 quality standards and with
a reputation of quality you can trust, you can be assured of the
best service and product.

International Sales Department
Our International Sales Consultants visit sites throughout

the World to discuss large installations and to assist you in
turning your vision into reality.

The Safety Letterbox Company Ltd
UK Head Office

Unit 1B Milland Industrial Estate

Milland Road

Neath  SA11 1NJ  UK

T:  +44 (0) 1639 633525

F:  +44 (0) 1639 646359

E:  sales@safetyletterbox.com

Middle East Contact

Anas Al-Haj

Qatar Office

M:  +974 7000 6263

E:  anas@safetyletterbox.com

www.safetyletterbox.com
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• Apartments
The ultimate in mail delivery. your mail safely delivered
within a bank of mailboxes housed in a convenient
location in your development.

• Postal Authorities
Mailboxes (internal or external) used for street boxes and
communal areas.

• Student Accommodation
A huge portfolio of projects for University and College
projects include; Imperial College London, University of
Wales, Limerick University, Lancaster University,
Sheffield University, Nottingham University, University of
East of London, Abertay College Dundee, Warwick
University (incorporating Salto systems) and many more.

Bespoke designs can be developed in a variety of colours.

• Villas / individual homes
A wide choice of secure mailboxes for wall or post
mounting, available in a choice of colours, sizes and styles.

• Offices / Commercial
For internal control and security of incoming and outgoing
mail within the company building

Mailbox Locking Options
Locking options can be specified to meet campus

requirements. With secure high quality cam locking, we can
supply spare etched keys and master keys on request. Digital,
Fob and Salto Electronic locks are also available to integrate into
existing security and control systems.



“ ”

The Burj Khalifa, Dubai, still holds the world record as the
tallest building in the world. This skyscraper is a world-class

destination and the magnificent centerpiece of Downtown
Dubai, Dubai's urban masterpiece.

The world's most-prestigious address is home to a select
few. With 900 residences including studios, one, two, three and
four bedroom suites, The Residences at Burj Khalifa are
designed for the connoisseur.

The Safety Letterbox Company Ltd manufactured and
installed a completely bespoke mailbox system that is recessed
behind luxurious oak panelling in the towers guest services
area. This enables all mail for residents to be sorted and
allocated into individual secure mailboxes, providing them with
a unique mailing address.

Our team worked closely with Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
architects and Emaar properties, to produce a visually
impressive and secure bespoke arrangement of 28 banks of 50
mailboxes for three purpose designed mailrooms in the
impressive skyscraper.

As an established & reputable British manufacturer, we are in a
prime position to offer our customers high quality, cost effective
bespoke solutions not limited to our UK home market. 
By demonstrating our unique selling features, impeccable
standards of design & security, throughout a portfolio of
completed presigious projects we provide a unique proposition
to customers worldwide.

Safety Letterbox Company, CEO Alison Orrells 
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RasGas is one of Qatar’s leading energy companies and one
of the most innovative and successful businesses in the

global liquefied natural gas industry.

To increase the secure handling and storage of the
companies mail, The Safety Letterbox Company Ltd, were
tasked with providing an effective answer to eliminate the
problems in losing and misplacing their post. The sorting and
distribution of the mail was time consuming and there were no
secure measures in place regarding access and privacy to
sensitive mail being distributed around the company.

The solution was provided and installed by The Safety
Letterbox Company taking all their needs into consideration.

Incoming mail would be posted into individual mailboxes
via a letterflap and then retrieved by the recipient of the mail via
a digital locking system. This would have the effect of cutting
out the use of keys and increasing security when using the
mailbox (as codes could be changed and updated as employees
left the company). 

Outgoing mail was accommodated in larger individual
freestanding posting boxes, with access via the digital locking
system.

Standalone battery operated digital locks provides the
user with immediate and simple keypad access without the
need for a key. Users have the flexibility to set and change their
personal entry code whilst a pre-set master code ensures that
supervisor access is available at all times.

Our sales and design departments worked in unison with
RasGas interior designers to agree the design, operational
functionality, size and colour of the new mailbox system, to
ultimately ensure they had an effective and secure solution to
mail coming in and going out for every department and location
within their offices - this ensured that all employees had specific
addresses and traceability and security of mail. We were also
able to send our own installation team to Qatar to work on the
project, which was successfully completed within 2 weeks.

Safety Letterbox Company, CEO Alison Orrells 
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Safe secure



The Pearl-Qatar is a man-made island developed to be the
most prestigious area in Doha. It is an exclusive island in a

Riviera style. The development consists of retail shops, town
houses, residential apartments and villas. SLB has been in
discussion with the developers to install mailing solution for the
whole community via Qatar Post.

The design of the mailboxes was developed to specially
comply with the Qatar Post requirements: A high quality secure
mailbox system that fell within their budget constraints.
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In order to deal with mail at their residences, the Kempinski
Hotel required a freestanding bank of mailboxes arranged in

an aesthetically pleasing way to adorn their lobby area.
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The Qatar National Bank was formed in 1964 and is the largest
bank in Qatar. It has over 61 global branches and has played

a major role in financing construction and infrastructure projects
around the world.

The company has also been instrumental in developing
the towers in Qatar that house the major financial institutions
and was a key force in securing the countries successful bid to
host the 2022 FIFA world cup. 

The Safety Letterbox Company was approached by the
QNB to update and improve the efficiency and security of its
internal mailing system.

Head of Mail at QNB worked closely with our International
Sales Manager Anas Al Haj to design and manufacture a
bespoke solution to the banks requirements. They wanted 105
individual mailboxes in separate units with roller shutter doors.

SLB were chosen to manufacture the individual units as
they were shown to have the necessary expertise to develop and
supply the bespoke mailing storage units to QNB's specifications.

QNB wanted a pigeon hole mailing system that could
handle a large amount mail that could be sorted into individual
compartments. They also wanted the compact mailing units to
have secure locking roller shutter doors to enable them to be
sited in the mail distribution department of their offices. After
discussions, drawings were provided and approved to meet
QNB requirements.

SLB handled the whole process by organising the
transportation, delivery and installation of the bespoke mailing
units. SLB’s International Sales Manager Anas Al Haj visited
Qatar to oversee the installation process and ensure that the
customer was happy with the mailing system. The mailing units
were successfully supplied as specified onsite in the company’s
headquarters in Qatar.
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Qatar National Bank
Photo©Alan Holden



An architect led project for 30 bespoke stainless steel
mailboxes in a 3 high by 10 wide configuration were

supplied to the financial district of Hong Kong. The architect was
looking for a distinctive design and opted for a circular cut out
vision panel in the door of the mailbox.
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Developers Boreas required a through the wall mailbox
system for its new luxury development in San Pedro Garza,

Mexico. Project Manager Senior Ramos wanted a high
specification mailing system to compliment and reflect the feel
of the luxury development.

A bank of stainless steel mailboxes were chosen for their
aesthetic and functional appeal. The high quality silicone
brushed finished stainless steel mailboxes were sited in the
external wall of the entrance lobby.

The uniquely designed mailboxes have sprung return mail
entry flaps that are mounted in a stainless steel fronted panel.

Mail is delivered through the front entry flap which passes
through the wall of the apartment block to be retrieved internally
by the resident, who opens the back of the mailbox with their
own security coded key.



For projects where a full post room is required, there are a
number of options. 

For those that require sorting of the mail on one side via
pigeon hole type arrangements and lockable doors on the front
face, such as projects completed for Kuwait Post Royal Mail,
through to a complete room fit-out maximising every bit of
space for the concierge or post person to sort mail. SLB have
solutions for all. Large installations and maximizing space is our
speciality.
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Maximising

We are delighted to work on projects with Emirates Post,
Bahrain Post, Qatar Post and Kuwait Post.



Mailboxes can be virtually any size - A5, A4, A3, parcels etc, 
they can also be in a variety of sizes in one bank.

They can also reflect their surroundings, eg curved bank of

boxes to suit the radius of the wall area. 

A dynamic use of colour can really integrate them into a

building - a variety of colours in a bank works very well and can

produce a visually stimulating feature. 

Numbering, logos and wording can also be incorporated to

your unique requirements.
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Think
outside the box...



Specialist bespoke mailboxes have been developed to suit
customer requirements.

Our dedication to research and development together with
our ‘partnership’ approach to working with our customers
provides unique and successful solutions. Available in various
shapes, sizes and finishes, units are designed and
manufactured to meet their specific requirements. 

If you have a project that requires unique mailboxes
designed especially for you then talk to The Safety Letterbox
Company, we will help you to achieve the perfect mailbox
solution.

From Concept to Reality, we will provide full 2D and 3D
drawings as required to turn your vision into reality.
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into reality

We have had many unique projects over the last 28 years that
demonstrate our skills in producing secure and practical
solutions that are also visually stimulating. Both in the UK and
internationally we look forward to working with architects and
developers who want to create an impact in the area of mail
delivery. It is a pleasure to work alongside them in the
knowledge that we will produce the ultimate solution.

Safety Letterbox Company, CEO Alison Orrells 

This bespoke bank of mailboxes
housed between American oak
shelves consisted of 216 COM2 black
mailboxes in a 8 high x 27 wide 
unit configuration, located in the
apartments reception area. These
mailboxes were not only chosen for
their aesthetically interesting design
but for their secure functionality.

Turn your vision
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We have a very wide choice of mailboxes for individual
dwellings - postboxes to adorn any villa, home or apartment.

Suitable for wall, fence or post mounting, the choice
ensures you have a mailbox suitable for the look and location
of any property. With finishes in aluminium, polyester powder
coated to virtually any colour, steel, stainless steel and copper,
it ensures that the mailbox can safely contain the mail whilst
looking good.



The Safety Letterbox Company Ltd
UK Head Office

Unit 1B Milland Industrial Estate

Milland Road

Neath  SA11 1NJ  UK

T:  +44 (0) 1639 633525

F:  +44 (0) 1639 646359

E:  sales@safetyletterbox.com

Middle East Contact:

Anas Al-Haj

Qatar Office

M: +974 7000 6263

E:  anas@safetyletterbox.com

www.safetyletterbox.com
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